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China may invest $50b in 15yrs

Commerce Minister Tipu Munshi said China is expected to invest more than $50 billion in the next 10 to 15 years 

in Bangladesh.The investment will come in Bangladesh's thrust sectors, such as energy and power, transport and 

communications, said Munshi.His remark came at an event on growing Bangladesh-China business ties organised 

by the HSBC in Dhaka on Monday.Businesses and institutions of Bangladesh and China and economic, 

government, industry and financial services experts shared insights about the business potential between the 

two countries, the bank said in a statement yesterday.“China has been a trusted partner of Bangladesh for a long 

time. Under the leadership of the honorable prime minister, Bangladesh has now boarded into the highway of 

development and China has been a key partner in this journey,” added Munshi.He thanked the HSBC for 

facilitating Chinese entrepreneurs and enhancing trade relations between China and Bangladesh.Li Guangjun, 

Chinese economic and commercial counsellor in Bangladesh, said, “I am confident that the bilateral economic 

cooperation between Bangladesh and China will be explored in a more extensive way in the future.”
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/china-may-invest-50b-15yrs-1714723

Businesses seek predictability of tax measures for 5yrs

Businesses on Wednesday requested National Board of Revenue for ensuring predictability of any tax measure 

for at least five years so that they could prepare their business and investment plan well.At a quarterly luncheon 

meeting, they also demanded that the advance income tax businesses paid at various stages should be treated 

as advance tax with a scope of refund.Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry organised the meeting 

at its office in Dhaka.At the programme, NBR chairman Mosharraf Hossain Bhuiyan sought cooperation from 

businesses to prevent sales in local markets products, including fabrics, paper, chemical and accessories, which 

are imported under bond licence. MCCI president Nihad Kabir said that changing tax measures in every year 

should not be the way to attract investment, both local and foreign.‘Businesses want continuity in tax measures 

and want to know what will be the tax policy of Bangladesh in five-year term,’ she said.She also requested NBR 

for addressing three policy issues including transparency and accountability of tax administration, official 

disclosure on various procedures such as duty draw-back, and impact assessment on fiscal measures. 

http://www.newagebd.net/article/67292/businesses-seek-predictability-of-tax-measures-

for-5yrs
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NPLs drag down banks' capital

The capital base of banks weakened slightly last year, due mainly to the increased non-performing loans (NPLs), 

officials said.The overall capital-to-risk weighted-asset ratio (CRAR) of all the banks operating in Bangladesh 

came down to 10.50 per cent on December 31, 2018 from 10.83 per cent on the same day the year before, 

according to the latest statistics of the Bangladesh Bank (BB).Besides, the banks failed to achieve required CRAR 

at 11.875 per cent by the end of 2018 in line with the Basel-III framework. The rising trend in regulatory capital 

coupled with higher NPLs pulled down the overall CRAR, BB officials said.The banks had kept aside more money 

from their capital for maintaining provisioning requirements against their classified loans, a senior BB official 

told the FE while explaining the capital shortages of the banks.The total regulatory capital increased by 8.46 per 

cent or nearly Tk 80 billion to Tk 1,025.61 billion in the final quarter of 2018 from Tk 945.61 billion a year before.

https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade/npls-drag-down-banks-capital-1552534363

Banks need ‘blockchain’ technology: Finance minister

Finance Minister AHM Mustafa Kamal has asked the banks to introduce the ‘blockchain’ technology for reducing 

operating costs and ensuring security.“We know that automation is essential. The latest technology in the 

banking sector is ‘blockchain’. We will have to introduce a comprehensive system instead of small technologies,” 

he said.The minister came up with the remarks while addressing the ‘Janata Bank Annual Conference-2019’ at 

the Krishibid Institute Auditorium in Dhaka on Wednesday, reports BSS. Blockchain is a technology that 

resembles a large accounting ledger allowing all kinds of data and transactions (for example on shares or even 

insurance policies) to be secured, stored and transferred.For ensuring transparency and integrity, Kamal said, 

banks will have to introduce internal control system through which it is easy to identify any mistake and 

irregularities.

https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade/banks-need-blockchain-technology-finance-

minister-1552486395
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Gas price move faces uproar

The proposal to double the gas price because of liquefied natural gas (LNG) imports is being met with fierce 

resistance as the increase stands to hit the economy, make businesses uncompetitive and fuel inflation.State-run 

Petrobangla and its distribution companies are demanding the Bangladesh Energy Regulatory Commission 

(BERC) raise the gas price for end consumers to Tk 12.19 per cubic metre from Tk 8.63 now.  Experts, consumers 

rights activists, industrialists, trade bodies and left-leaning politicians have opposed the proposal.LNG is costing 

the country Tk 39.086 per cubic metre. In contrast, similar amount of gas from state-run Bangladesh Gas Fields 

cost Tk 0.7097, from Bangladesh Petroleum Exploration and Production Tk 3.0414, from Sylhet Gas Fields Tk 

0.2028 and from international companies operating in Bangladesh Tk 2.55.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/gas-price-move-faces-uproar-1714867
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Stocks extend loss with rising turnover

Stocks extended the losing streak for the third day in a row on Wednesday as risk-averse investors continued 

their selling binge on sector-wise issues.Market analysts said cautious investors went on late hours session binge 

while some were busy with rebalancing portfolio amid ongoing corporate declarations, taking the market in the 

downward note.The market opened on positive note and the key index rose about 30 points within first hour of 

trading. But rest of the session went down steadily. At the end of the session, DSEX, the prime index of the 

Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE), went down by 29.22 points or 0.51 per cent to finish at 5,653.Two other indices 

also ended lower. The DS30 index, comprising blue chips, fell 8.26 points to finish at 2005 points and the DSES 

(Shariah) index lost 11.72 points to settle at 1,292.Turnover, another important indicator of the market, stood at 

Tk 7.08 billion, which was 14 per cent higher than the previous day’s turnover of Tk 6.22 billion.

https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock/bangladesh/stocks-extend-loss-with-rising-

turnover-1552471409

The stockmarket regulator has issued a directive scrapping its previous directive regarding conversion or 

liquidation of closed-end mutual funds on completion of tenure of ten years.According to BSEC directive, total 

tenure, including another term of ten years, of the existing closed-end MFs will not be more than 20 years.The 

asset managers may extend or go for redemption or conversion of the closed-end mutual funds to the open-

ended ones, according to the BSEC directive.Meanwhile, ICB Asset Management Company has decided to extend 

the tenure of Prime Finance First Mutual Fund, a closed-end mutual fund, for another 10 years up to March 14, 

2029.The ICB Asset Management Company extended the tenure as per BSEC order dated October 02, 2018 

(gazette published on October 23, 2018), said a disclosure posted on the Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) website on 

Wednesday.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/total-tenure-of-existing-closed-

end-mfs-wont-be-more-than-20-yrs-1552498595

প্লেসমেন্ট প্লেয়ামে ৩ বছমেে লক-ইন চায় ডিএসই

প্রাইভেট প্লেসভেভের োধ্যভে ইসযয করা প্লেয়াভরর উপর ৩ বছভরর লক-ইন বা ববক্রয় বনভেধ্াজ্ঞা চায় ঢাকা স্টক এক্সভচঞ্জ (বিএসই)। প্লকাভনা প্লকাম্পাবন প্রাথবেক 

গণপ্রস্তাভবর (আইবপও) োধ্যভে বাজাভর আসার আভগ প্লেসভেভে প্লেয়ার ইসযয কভর থাকভল এই বনভেধ্াজ্ঞা কার্যকর হভব।  এ লক-ইন আভরাপ হভল শুধ্য বববক্র নয়, 

ওই প্লেয়ার বযাাংভক জাোনত রাখা এবাং হস্তান্তরও আইবপও পরবতী ৩ বছর পর্যন্ত বন্ধ থাকভব।বযধ্বার অনযবিত বিএসইর পবরচালনা পেযভের ববঠভক ওই লক-ইভনর 

ববেভয় বনয়ন্ত্রক সাংস্থা বাাংলাভেে বসবকউবরটিজ অযান্ড এক্সভচঞ্জ কবেেভনর (ববএসইবস) কাভছ একটি প্রস্তাব পাঠাভনার বসদ্ধান্ত হভয়ভছ। প্রস্তাভব বিএসই প্লেসভেে 

প্লেয়াভরর পাোপাবে প্লেসভেে প্লেয়াভরর ববপরীভত প্রাপ্ত প্লবানাস প্লেয়াভরর ওপরও বতন বছভরর লক-ইন আভরাভপর অনযভরাধ্ জানাভব।বকছয  অসাধ্য উভেযাক্তা বযবসা 

সম্প্রসারভণর প্রভয়াজভন নয়, রাতারাবত আরও বড় প্ললাক হওয়ার অসৎ উভেেয বনভয় প্লেসভেভে প্লেয়ার বববক্র করভছ। এসব প্লকাম্পাবন পযুঁবজবাজাভর আইবপওর 

োধ্যভে প্লর্ পবরোণ প্লেয়ার বববক্র করভছ, তারভচভয় কভয়কগুণ প্লববে প্লেয়ার বববক্র করভছ প্লেসভেভের োধ্যভে। তাভের প্লেয়ারবাজাভর আসার েূল উভেেয হভে, 

প্লেসভেভের োধ্যভে বরাে প্লেয়ার বববক্রর সযভর্াগ কভর প্লেওয়া। এসব প্লেয়ার কভয়কগুণ োভে বববক্র কভর তারা প্লকাম্পাবনর েূল বববনভয়াগ তয ভলে প্লনেওয়া সহ ববপযল অথয 

হাবতেভয়ে বনেভেে।
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Total tenure of existing closed-end MFs won't be more than 20 yrs
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Bangladesh's growing automobile market, fuelled by consistent economic growth and rising purchasing power, is 

drawing in automakers from around the globe, especially the Asian ones who seek to dominate the passenger 

car segment.Around 63 automobiles, including sport utility vehicles (SUVs), are now sold every day in 

Bangladesh while it was 29 in 2012 when the market started thriving, as per the Bangladesh Reconditioned 

Vehicles Importers and Dealers Association (Barvida).According to Bangladesh Road Transport Authority (BRTA), 

around 9,224 vehicles were sold in 2012 whereas it was 18,227 units in 2018, meaning there has been 98 

percent growth in the past six years.In 2017, car sales amounted to around Tk 5,000 crore and the industry 

achieved 8 percent growth a year on an average since 2012, according to industry insiders.The figures seem 

tempting enough to awaken Subaru Bangladesh into launching four models of the Japanese brand -- Forester, 

BRZ, Impreza, XV -- today after a five-year gap.

Thursday, March 14, 2019

BD losing Tk 192m a year for lack of policy on battery-run vehicles: Report

Bangladesh has been losing Tk 192.5 million a year by not bringing the battery-run three-wheelers under 

registration and licensing, according to an observation report.Presently, around one million such vehicles are 

currently plying in the country.Also, over one million employments have been created in this sector, including 

58,000 jobs in five districts where 52,000 battery-driven three-wheelers run, said the report.These vehicles 

consume around 450 MW electricity a day, it added.But due to absence of monitoring, regulations and charging 

stations, this sector witnesses unauthorised consumption of power, said the report.It also said Bangladesh can 

save US$ 200 million to $ 400 million a year by reducing air pollution in four cities of the country.The study 

report was placed at a dialogue on 'Prospects and Policies of Electric Vehicles in Bangladesh' where the speakers 

stressed the need for formulating a comprehensive policy to streamline the sector.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/bd-losing-tk-192m-a-year-for-lack-

of-policy-on-battery-run-vehicles-report-1552499066

Asian carmakers eye bigger share of Bangladesh market

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/asian-carmakers-eye-bigger-share-

bangladesh-market-1714756
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/norway-wealth-funds-watchdog-turns-

spotlight-india-shipbreaking-1714711
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Experts for preparations to adapt robotic technology

Experts at a seminar yesterday underscored the need for taking perpetrations from now to adapt the robotic 

technology in future to continue the development flow.They came up with the observation while speaking at a 

seminar on “Industry 4- Transformative Technologies for Growth and Development” at hotel InterContinental in 

the city.Principal Coordinator (SDG Affairs) of Prime Minister’s Office M Abul Kalam Azad was present as the 

chief guest while Economic Affairs Adviser to the Prime Minister Dr Mashiur Rahman and Bangladesh Economic 

Zone Authority (BEZA) Executive Chairman Paban Chowdhury attended the seminar as special guests.Bangladesh 

Investment Development Authority (BIDA) Executive Chairman Kazi M Aminul Islam presided over the 

seminar.Abul Kalam Azad said Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina has formed the National Skilled Development 

Authority (NSDA) to develop skills of the country’s youth as they can adapt themselves with the changing world.

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/191444

Russia and Opec: convenience but no marriage

Two years after they teamed up to take back control of oil markets, the alliance between Russia and Opec 

continues to be effective.But experts say talk of a more formal and permanent partnership are premature, with 

Moscow keen to maintain its independence.Hit by a plunge in oil prices between 2014 and 2016, Russia and 

Opec heavyweight Saudi Arabia at first blamed each other for the collapse that was wreaking havoc on their 

economies.But in late 2016 Russia and Opec came together, finally agreeing to limit their oil production that 

accounts for more than half of global supplies.The alliance -- dubbed Opec+ -- has endured, with regular 

meetings and agreements to maintain production limits.On Monday, representatives will meet in a Baku hotel to 

review an accord that runs until June and to possibly propose extending it at an official meeting in Vienna in 

April.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/russia-and-opec-convenience-no-marriage-

1714690

Norway wealth fund's watchdog turns spotlight on India shipbreaking

The ethics watchdog for Norway's $1-trillion wealth fund will focus this year on shipbreaking on India's beaches, 

which endangers workers and pollutes the sea and sand, and will also look into pollution caused by 

pharmaceutical companies.The world's largest sovereign wealth fund, created from the proceeds of Norway's oil 

industry, operates under ethical guidelines set by parliament.The fund's Council of Ethics checks that companies 

the fund invests in meet these ethical standards. It set out its latest priorities in its annual report published on 

Wednesday.Johan H. Andresen, chair of the Council on Ethics, said the watchdog would turn its attention to 

shipbreaking in India.More than 80 percent of ageing commercial ships are broken up on the beaches of 

Bangladesh, Pakistan and India.Norway's fund already excluded four firms in 2018 because they scrap ships on 

beaches in Bangladesh and Pakistan.
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